
 
 

 

 

 

 

ISGA Junior Researcher Quiz No 4 
Test your gym brain and find out more about ISGA 

 

The answers are all usually found somewhere on the ISGA website, sometimes in more than one place. For this quiz 

you need to be searching mostly in: The Gallery, Competitions, Admin/committee/Who We Are, and History/People.   

None of the answers are found in the Members section which requires a password. You can have a friend to help you! 

Then check against the answers which will be published by Sunday 28 March 2021 on the Chairman’s Corner page   

https://www.isgagymnastics.org/chairmans-corner/ 
 

If you found this quiz easy to complete then a second, slightly more difficult SENIOR RESEARCHER QUIZ is also available on 

the website. 
 

No QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
 Abbreviations 

 G = girl,         B = boy,     G/B =  girl and boy 
U11 = under 11 years age group,       U9 = under 9 Years age group   etc etc. 
U11 B = under 11 boy;     O13 G  =  over 13 girl     
SF = set floor,  VF = voluntary floor,  SV = set vault:     VV = voluntary vault      

Abbreviations 
2P = Two Piece Apparatus Championships.      
5P = Five Piece Apparatus Championships  
4P = Four Piece Apparatus Championships 

1 1)What does IAPS stand for? 
2)In the Gallery section which School hosted the 2015 IAPS 
championships ? 

1)  
2)  

2 What is the vault called shown in the first photo of the 2015 
competition?  You need to guess or ask as no answer on website. 

 

3 Do you know what the jump is called in the first photo on the 
second row? (clue - a letter of the alphabet – no website answer) 

 

4 Do you know what the agility is called in the last photo on the 

second row? (clue - she is only using one hand – no website 

answer, you will have to work this one out as well!) 

 

5 1)Can you remember what MISGA stands for? 
2)What is the name of the Host Organiser of  the MISGA 
competitions? 

1)   
2) 

6 1)What school does she teach at? 
2)She is on the ISGA Committee and has been put in charge of 
what,  as part of her Committee job? 

1)  
2)  

7 In the MISGA Gallery Linda North, ISGA Competition Secretary, is 
awarding a MISGA  Long Service award to the Head Judge. What 
is his name?    (He used to be the ISGA Treasurer) 

  
 

8 1)Linda is also awarding a MISGA Long Service award to a lady in 
a blue top who was a Scorer for many years, What is her name?   
2) What relationship is she to the organiser? 

1)  
2) 

9 The U7 & U8 Novice Competition is hosted by Holmewood 
House. In the Gallery it says that this school donated what in 
memory of the ISGA Head Judge & Treasurer who died of cancer 
in March 2018? 

  
  

10 In the HISTORY/People section you will find out what he was 

known as by the gymnasts. What did they describe him as?  
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